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Shaking history today:  Hong Kong, China and the new Cold War. 
  

Here’s a funny thing about genuine, history-shaking events.  Unless they happen right in our own front 
yards—almost never, thankfully enough—most of us are so busy with our own concerns that we don’t 
quite grasp that the world is indeed changing direction, right now.  We “get it” sometime later, after 
enough time has passed to make it easier to see the whole picture.  That’s how America’s economic 
turnaround felt back in the 1980’s.  The 1970’s had been so miserable for so long—as far as dynamic 
growth was concerned—that it didn’t seem possible that the Reagan administration’s sweeping tax cuts 
and Fed Chairman Volcker’s all-out attack on inflation would actually succeed, changing the fundamental 
direction of the U.S. economy.  Even the first dramatic acceleration of the “Tech Revolution” in the early 
1990’s didn’t seem especially powerful as that decade’s first few years dragged by—probably because 
every business experimenting with the early personal computers of the 1980’s found them so filled with 
“bleeding edge” holes that fast-fingered typists using Remington electrics, or sharp-penciled accountants 
using general ledger paper, seemed far more productive.  But those history-shaking changes of the 
Eighties and Nineties mattered tremendously—and investors who took the time to think hard about them 
“got them right,” and made remarkable amounts of money. 
  
We’re pretty sure, at Outlook, that what’s going on right now in Hong Kong and China is the same kind of 
history-shifting event.  It’s been a two-part event.  First, when China’s current dictator came to power a 
few years ago, he emphatically shifted the country’s nature.  It had been a basically passive dictatorship 
whose big goal was simply to stay in power while enjoying the tremendous gains in wealth, income and 
prestige triggered by growth-friendly policies.  But that is not Mr. Xi’s goal.  Now China is an aggressive 
dictatorship which, above all else, wants to grow its power over the rest of the world, and over its own 
people.  It is impossible to examine today’s China closely without coming to that conclusion.  
  
Hong Kong is shining a global spotlight on China:  a spotlight which is so strong that China’s nature is now 
perfectly clear to the whole world.  That’s saying something, because history tells us that most of the time, 
most nations and most people ignore or kid themselves about the arrival of potentially big, dangerous 
problems because, well, we’re busy with our own concerns . . . and it’s usually pretty inconvenient to 
actually do something about one of those “big problems.”  But last week, when a few million people in 
Hong Kong voted overwhelmingly against Mr. Xi and his attack on their freedom, after so many months 
of facing down his intimidation with mass protests in the streets, they made Hong Kong a shining symbol 
of the everlasting fight for human freedom.  Whatever Mr. Xi eventually decides to do to Hong Kong, he’ll 
have to do it in daylight, not in darkness.  
  
All of this amounts to the arrival of a new Cold War.  The “Trade Deal,” which the market’s been treating 
as a matter of life or death all year, will not change this at all.  It’s not important anymore—and the market 
is slowly getting used to that fact.  Now, the only event which could possibly make the market feel good 
about the new Cold War would be a new dictator in China—someone inclined to reverse the shocking 
blunders made by Mr. Xi in choosing to show China’s snarling face to the world, as we’ve put it a few 
times.  This is never impossible; but not very likely, in Outlook’s judgment.  Mr. Xi has been following the 
Dictator’s Textbook to the letter, these past few years:  eliminating or terrifying those who might 
challenge his rule, and building a surveillance network beyond George Orwell’s worst nightmare, in 1984.  
  



A new Cold War is not a good thing for economic growth, U.S. business earnings or stock market 
performance.  It’s worse for China than anyone else, but it will certainly slow down the U.S. and the rest 
of the world.  
  
That brings us, of course, to the $64,000 Question:  “If history is indeed being shaken by something bad, 
what should we do with our investment capital?”  Here’s the $64,000 Answer . . . which will be 
familiar:  “Look at the whole picture, not just this darker, colder part of it.”  
  
We’ll look closely at the “whole picture” later this week, with considerable light shed on its corners from 
the CEO’s of Cummins and Texas Instruments, who’ve given very interesting talks lately.  But the keys to 
answering that Question will be “adjustment” and “valuation:”  how fast and how effectively are U.S. 
companies adjusting to this “Cold War;” and how doubtfully (or downright fearfully) is the market valuing 
their stocks?  Here’s a hint about the $64,000 Answer.  The worst thing that can happen to investors, by 
far, isn’t owning strong companies facing “Big Problems”; it’s owning companies, strong or weak, when 
the market is very much too happy about their futures.  Cold War or not, we’re nowhere remotely close 
to that neighborhood today. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
  
 


